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FOREWORD
The purpose of this contest is to furnish the teacher of
any fifth grade a device for securing the interest of her
pupils in pictures which the general opinion of mankind
has placed in a class "above the ordinary" of the productions
of European and American artists. For several years a
simple recognition test was deemed sufficient to arouse
interest and study, but it was found that the mere identification of fifty selections and their respective artists and their
nationalities was too easy. So many 100 per cent papers
were produced in county meets that the competitive stmiulus
seemed too much diluted.
To amend this defect, the League experimented during
the 1932-33 school year with a test which required a little
deeper study. So-called "unfamiliar pictures" were circulated to county meets, and the contestants were asked to
make a rough classification of the pictures, and apply certain other information which they had been taught in the
preparation for the "memory" part of the contest. This
worked very well, except that the test was made too difficult
and certain portions of it were too indefinite. This part of
the contest has, therefore, been somewhat simplified and, it
is hoped, made definite and hence more susceptible of accurate and objective scoring.
This bulletin has been prepared by Miss Florence Lowe,
Head of the Art Department of the Sam Houston State
Teachers' College, with a view not only to teaching children
to identify the fifty selections, but also to furnishing teachers
a guide for inculcation of certain principles of art which are
not beyond the comprehension of the average fifth grade
child. By using this bulletin and the "test service" which
the League is this year providing, it is believed that any
fifth grade teacher may prepare her pupils not only for the
recognition test, but for the test on "unfamiliar pictures."
The "test service" mentioned above consists of practice
tests on "unfamiliar pictures." Sets of pictures not included
in the memory list are offered with keys for grading the
same. To cover the cost of the pictures, mailing, postage,
etc., a charge of $1 for this ·service is made. Details of this
service are set forth in the current Constitution and Rules.
Roy BEDICHEK,
Chief, The Interscholastic League Bureau,
Extension Division, The University of Texas.

SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
The primary purpose of picture study is to develop the
child's capacity for appreciation. Therefore, emphasis upon
elements which make the picture beautiful is of utmost
value. Lead the child to consider, in addition to the things
he sees for himself, the reason for certain arrangements.
Help him to find the lines which repeat and the lines which
oppose each other. Try to discover the various devices for
calling attention to the main interest. Discuss the type of
composition. Is it fundamentally circular, angular, or vertical and horizontal? These technicalities should not be
stressed to the exclusion of the child's spontaneous expression of enthusiasm for the picture, but their consideration
will increase his power of judgment.
It is not necessary to classify every picture under all
points in the test on unfamiliar pictures. Many of them do
not fall definitely into specific grouping but partake of more
than one characteristic under each heading. In preparation
for the test the grouping of some of the pictures should be
attempted in order to give practice in recognition of the
elements of painting. Try to find instances of the same art
principle <><!curring in different pictures.
The child should be given opportunity for association
with the picture outside of regular class periods. Several
days before the class discussion give the picture a prominent place in the room or allow it to remain in place for
several days after it has been studied.
Picture posing, dramatizing and making of shadow pictures help to secure the various productions in the child's
mind. Make picture books and portfolios. Children can
attempt, with water colors or crayons, to reproduce some
of the effects seen in their favorite pictures. Some teachers
will make it possible for the children to construct simple
frames to fit small prints of the pictures they like best.
Encourage pupils to collect other pictures by the artists
listed in this bulletin. This will help them to recognize the
chief characteristics of each artist's work.
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Study the picture! Stories about the picture and accounts
of the artist's life are of value in arousing interest; however
there is danger of information about the associated incidents
substituting for true appreciation of the picture.
Prints in color offer better opportunity for study than
do those in sepia or gray. Large prints are better than small
ones because the former show more detail. A list of publishers of prints will be found in the Picture Memory Rules
of the Constitution and Rules of the League.
FLORENCE LOWE.

PICTURES
AFTER A SUMMER SHOWER
lnneaa

1825-1894

American

The colors in this picture are so fresh and clear that we
can easily imagine the feeling of moisture in the air from
the shower that has just passed. Although the sun is shining now, some of the dark clouds are still hovering near and
there is a portion of a rainbow showing faintly at the
right hand side of the picture.
Ordinarily Inness painted with darker and more subdued
colors. This color is unusually fresh and bright but the
important characteristics of Inness' work still remain.
Edges are soft and there is very little detail. Even the
rainbow is restrained in color. Only a suggestion is given
instead of the complete shape of the bow in its most brilliant color.
Which tree do you see first? What causes your interest
to center upon this one? Can you find a pyramid in the
composition, using the rainbow as one of the sides?
Inness is an artist who suggests the picture, only, allowing
our imagination to supply the details. Always he shows
just enough and nothing is ever overdone.
George lnneaa.-Being a grocery clerk in his father's
store did not interest George Inness who wished always to
gaze upon wide, open country with trees and fences, valleys
and hills. The walls of the store were too narrow for him.
When his father realized that George was a failure in the
store, he permitted him to begin the study of painting.
At first Inness painted every detail. When he found that
this was an unsatisfactory way of working, he began leaving out everything possible. Now we value his pictures
because of the simplicity of their composition. They give
just a suggestion of the forms of objects. The atmosphere
of the eastern states is accurately portrayed in his work.
Inness opened a studio in New York but went, from time
to time, to study art in Europe.
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ANGEL HEADS
Reynolda
1730-1792
En1liah
There are five little angels in this picture but all of them
are different views of the same child. See how much alike
they look. The beautiful little heads seem to come directly
out of the clouds and arrange themselves in a circle. Not
many artists could have placed them so skillfully. There
are three on one side of the picture and two on the other,
yet they balance perfectly. There is nothing else in the
picture except the ray of light coming from the upper left
hand corner yet the composition seems complete. The soft,
delicate skin tones of the little faces melt gradually into
the greenish blue of the sky surrounding them. The sky
and clouds are darker at the bottom of the picture than at
the top. This helps to make the composition seem solid.
Sir Joahua Reynolda.-Plympton Earl, in Devonshire,
England, was the birth-place of Sir Joshua Reynolds. His
own father was clergyman as well as master of the grammar
school which Sir Joshua attended.
At the age of seventeen the son was apprenticed to
Thomas Hudson who was a portrait painter. Reynolds'
work became superior to that of his teacher.
While still a very young man, Sir Joshua visited Italy in
order to study the work of the Italian masters. Upon his
return to England, he was kept busy painting pictures for
people who liked his work. Becoming more and more popular, he was appointed in 1784 "Painter to the King." He
held this position until his eyesight grew so dim that he
could no longer paint.
Reynolds found his greatest joy in painting beautiful
children, particularly little girls. "Age of Innocence," "Miss
Bowles" and "Strawberry Girl" are old friends of many
children.
ANGEL PLAYING VIOL
1450-1522
Italian
This little figure is so interesting that we like to use it
as a picture by itself although it is really only a detail of

Carpaccio
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a large painting called "The Presentation in the Temple."
Just above the little angel can be seen the lower part of the
robes of the other figures in the composition. If you have a
copy of the entire picture, see if you can find the little angel
in it.
Few pictures represent angels in this way. Usually there
are tiny baby cherubs or grown-up angels but this little
fellow appears to be about eight years old. Where are his
wings? Perhaps he isn't an angel at all!
Study the lines of this figure. You can make a continuous
one from his left hand, along the edge of the instrument
and end it at the toe of his left foot. Another line could
start from the right hand, continue across the knees, follow
the right leg and end at the right foot. You will see that
these two lines would cross. This is called "opposition."
In how many other pictures can you find the same thing
happening?
Vittore Carpaccio.-Before the time of Carpaccio most
of the Italian artists worked with tempera paint which
consisted of a fine powder mixed with white of egg or other
adhesive substances. Carpaccio was one of the first artists
to use oil paints.
Venice, at that time, was developing into a great art
center and Carpaccio spent most of his life there painting
pictures for the Church. He painted a series of nine pictures
in which he told the legend of Saint Ursula. These pictures
are today considered great art treasures.
The draperies in Carpaccio's pictures are always painted
with clear crisp edges. Each fold is so definite that the
cloth could easily be arranged in the exact way in which it
has been painted.
AVENUE OF TREES
Hobbema

1638-1709

Dutch

In this picture the horizon drops below the center of the
composition. That is because the artist wishes the sky to be
the most interesting part. Another reason is that this
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arrangement adds to the suggestion of fiat land so characteristic of Holland.
As you study this picture notice how all the important
lines center at the vanishing point of the road. The construction of this composition is much like that of a wheel
in which all the spokes meet at the hub. The eye is drawn
so strongly to this center that the village is needed to make
us feel that there is something to see after we have been led
to look at that point.
The ruts in the road, the figures and the broken up areas
of the land are not so interesting as to take the attention
away from the tress silhouetted against the sky. All of these
details are massed together to make the foreground, leaving
the trees and clouds as the outstanding interest. Notice the
graceful arrangement of the tree trunks. No two of them
are alike.
This picture is a help in the study of perspective. You
will observe that the tree tops which are nearest are higher
on the page, while in the lower part of the picture the things
that are nearest are lower on the page.
"Avenue of Trees" or "Middleharnis Avenue," as it is
sometimes called, hangs in the National Gallery in London.
It is considered one of the greatest Dutch paintings and one
of the world's greatest landscapes.
Meindert Hobbema.-The people of Hobbema's own
nation did not recognize his greatness. It was more than a
century after his death that the English people acknowledged his skill. His pictures today are very valuable.
Hobbema studied for some time with leading Dutch
artists. He did not paint in order to earn money, and worked
only when he wished. He painted very few pictures. Perhaps he did not have the time or did not care to paint more.
Although he often used figures in his pictures, he was
more interested in painting the out-of-doors. It is said that
he sometimes had other artists paint the figures in bis
pictures since he did not like to do it.
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BATI'ERSEA BRIDGE
Whistler

1834-1903

American

Simple things are often the most beautiful. This is true
of "Battersea Bridge" by Whistler. There are few objects
in this picture, but each one is so carefully placed that the
picture would not be complete without it.
The large pile supporting the bridge is placed near the
center, but far enough to the left to avoid cutting the picture
in half. On the other hand, if it were too far to the left the
picture would be unbalanced. Notice that the span of the
bridge touches the edge of the picture at a point farther
from the top on the right side than on the left. Whistler
knew that it would never do to have these two spaces alike.
That arrangement would be monotonous.
Perhaps you think that the little boat was put there
because the artist saw it as it is here placed, but if it were
not there the strong vertical line of the bridge would carry
the eye to the bottom of the picture and out of the frame.
Instead of that, we encounter the boat at the bottom and
the angle at which it is placed leads the eye back into the
picture. The figure of the man in the boat also helps to
keep the attention on the center of interest.
Hold your pencil just above the picture, and starting at
the point where the span of the bridge crosses the pile, bring
it down the length of the pile as far as the boat. Now let
your pencil travel up the length of the boat and up the
man's body. Let it continue until it reaches the bridge and
then go back to the point where you started. This shows you
how the eye travels through the picture. What shape does
it make? This is called "vertical and horizontal" composition because most of the lines go in one of these two
directions.
The colors are very soft. There is very little light and
shade in each object. When colors are like this they are
called flat colors.
This picture is decorative because it looks as if the artist
were more interested in the way the spaces are arranged
than in anything else. The Japanese prints also have this
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characteristic and Whistler was very fond of Japanese art.
That is probably the reason that he made his pictures much
like Japanese prints in color and tone.
Compare this picture with the portrait of Whistler's
mother in order that you may notice in both the same
careful regard for design and quiet color. The small lights
in "Battersea Bridge" add just enough color to keep the
picture from looking too dark and cold.
James Abbott McNeill Whiatler.-Although Whistler
was born in America, he spent most of his life in foreign
countries. Since his father was a distinguished major in
the United States Army, his parents wanted him to follow
a military career, but he disliked the military discipline and
the studies at West Point. He was dismissed from there at
the end of three years. After this he began the serious study
of art. He worked hard and attracted much attention.
Whistler liked to quarrel with both friends and enemies.
He often wrote public letters setting forth his ideas in
opposition to those expressed by others.
Like Corot, Whistler associated music with his work. He
described his pictures as "symphones," "nocturnes" and
the like. He painted with a few soft, closely related colors.
All his work is somewhat suggestive of mural painting,
although it has more depth than that of Puvis di Chavannes,
the French mural painter.
CHILDREN OF CHARLES I

Van Dyke

1599-1641

Flemish

While he was engaged as court painter to the King of
England, Sir Anthony Van Dyke painted three famous
pictures of the children of Charles I. In each picture he
included one or more of the children's dogs.
Each little figure is beautifully painted and yet the children are so skillfully grouped that they seem to belong
together.
In the picture which is now at Turin, Italy, the youngest
child is placed at the right hand side of the picture. This
little figure is so beautiful in itself that copies of it are
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often used alone. When used in this way the picture is
known as "Baby Stuart."
See how many pyramids you can find in any of these three
pictures. Which of the pyramids overlap each other? The
dresses help to make the pyramids. In England, dresses
were in fashion for small boys as well as little girls at the
time these pictures were painted. Of what materials do you
think their dresses were made?
Sir Anthony Van Dyke.-When we know that Sir Anthony Van Dyke as a child spent much time in his father's
silk shop, we begin to understand his interest and skill in
the painting of beautiful fabrics.
Van Dyke is known as a painter of portraits and spent
much time traveling and studying the art of other nations.
He painted portraits wherever he went, giving them all a
refined and aristocratic aspect. The details of costume,
jewelry, and hair of the sitter were developed as carefully
as the face.
In all the countries that he visited, Van Dyke was popular, particularly with the nobility.
CHILDREN OF THE SHELL
Murillo

1617-1682

Spanish

"Children of the Shell" is one of Murillo's religious pictures showing Jesus and John as children playing together.
Jesus is offering John a drink from a shell which he has
found.
Some symbolism has been used in the picture. What do
you think is the reason the artist included the staff in the
form of a cross held in John's hand? What is the meaning
of the sheep and the little angels?
These figures group beautifully into the fonn of a pyramid. The little lamb helps to carry out this shape. Artists
like to use the pyramid arrangement because it is substantial in form and suggests solidity in their pictures.
Murillo liked to paint misty cloud effects. Some of the
little angel heads seem to be made out of the clouds. Raphael,
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the Italian artist, also made clouds in the shape of angel
heads in the background of the "Sistine Madonna."
Bartolome Esteban Murillo.-Murillo's father was a
mechanic of Seville, Spain, who earned so little money that
he had difficulty in supporting his wife and children.
Nothing was left for educational opportunities for the children.
When Murillo was about eleven years old he was left an
orphan with a younger sister to support. His cousin taught
him to paint small pictures to sell at the weekly market
where the farmers met to sell their fruits and vegetables.
Murillo loved the children of the streets and painted many
pictures of them. These pictures sold readily, but they were
not the kind of pictures he really wanted to make.
He earned enough money to go to Madrid where he
painted beautiful pictures of Chri3t, the Holy Family, and
the saints. His favorite subject was the Virgin clothed in a
white robe with blue mantle. He painted her standing in
the clouds. Sometimes she was supported by a delicate half
circle of light representing the moon. Many little angel faces
are to be found in the clouds of Murillo's pictures.
THE CONCERT

Terborch

1617-1681

Dutch

Upon hearing the name of this picture we might expect
to see something quite different from what is here. Perhaps
we would look for great crowds of people but there are only
two figures in this picture-a young woman and an older
one. The position of the older woman in relation to the
old fashioned harpsichord causes difficulty in deciding
whether she is playing the harpsichord or just listening to
the music played by the younger woman on the other instrument. Her eyes are downcast and she appears so quiet that
upon first looking at the picture we wonder if she is a
statue. The soft gray tones of her costume contribute to
this idea.
Beginning with the right hand of the young woman, pretend to draw a line to the end of the instrument she is
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playing. Bring the line from that point straight across the
head and along the top of the harpsichord till it reaches the
center of the older woman's body, then draw it straight up
through the center of the face to the top of the head. Now
compare this with the drawing suggested in "The Holiday"
by Potthast. Doesn't it seem strange that two pictures
which are so different should have the same arrangement
of lines?
Gerard Terborch.-This artist was one of the most distinguished of the genre and portrait painters of the Dutch
School. He was born at Zwolle in Holland and came from a
family of artists. At fifteen he began to study art in
Amsterdam. Two years later he went to Haarlem and became the chief pupil of Pieter Molyn. He liked the work of
Franz Hals and tried to paint in his manner.
In 1635 Terborch began his travels. He visited England
and Italy, spending much time in Rome. He returned to
Amsterdam; then went to Munster, Westphalia. His greatest work is that of "The Peace Conference at Munster"
which now hangs in the National Gallery, London. The picture contains sixty portraits. After completing this picture,
he went to Spain, returned to Holland, and settled in
Deventer where he spent the rest of his life.
Terborch painted two pictures called "The Concert." One
of them hangs in the Louvre in Paris. The one we are studying is in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum in Berlin.
CONSUELO
Zuloaga

1870-

Spaniah

"Consuelo" is a lovely Spanish lady all dressed up in her
dress and lace mantilla ready to go for a walk. The
white flower in her hair is echoed in the white gloves and
white spots on the little dog. The black on the dog repeats
the black of the lady's hair. How strange it is that a lady
wearing such beautiful clothes should be seen against so
barren a background. We would expect to see her somewhere near houses. Perhaps the artist gave her this background in order that we might see the lady more easily.
sil~
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Notice that the size and shape of the picture are exactly
right to fit the figure. She is not crowded into the frame,
nor, on the other hand, does she have too much room.
Zuloaga knows how to space things correctly. The horizon
is a little below the center of the picture so as to avoid a
half-way division. One of the ruffles on the lady's skirt is
wider than the other so that no spacing is repeated.
A line drawn from the bottom of the skirt on the left
hand side to the top of the lady's head and then to the
bottom of the skirt on the right hand side would form a
pyramid. The position in which the little dog is sitting
produces another smaller pyramid. Notice how the large
round cloud in the sky seems to repeat, in part, the shape
of the lady's head.
There is just enough purple in the sky to harmonize with
the rose color of the costume ; the green in the sky is complementary to the rose of the dress.
Zuloaga likes to paint different kinds of cloth so that
they really look like the kind of material they are. You
can almost tell which is cotton lace and which is silk lace
in this picture.
Ignazio Zuloaga.-The family of Zuloaga are all
craftsmen who work much in metal and wood. Ignazio
considers himself a painter of Old Spain. He does not care
for the work of Sorolla who loved to paint modern Spain in
the hot sunlight. Zuloaga borrows much of his style from
El Greco, the famous Spanish artist of an earlier day.
Zuloaga was born in Eliber, a small town in the Basque
country. He hates notoriety. He finds it painful to hear
himself talked about and even dislikes to send his pictures
out into the world where they will be commented upon.
The industrious little town where he lives suits his retiring
nature.
He visited America a few years ago and was much interested in the busy life of the stock-yards, foundries and mills,
but his favorite themes are martyred saints, haughty bullfighters and beautiful ladies.
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CREATION
Michaelangelo

1475-1564

Italian

"Creation" is one of the pictures which decorates the
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican. The best way
to gain an idea of how the original looks is to hold the print
above your head and look up at it as if it were painted on
the ceiling above you.
The action and foreshortening of these figures recall the
same quality in Correggio's paintings. Compare this piCture
with "Holy Night."
This particular panel of the ceiling shows the figure of
God reaching out to touch the finger of Adam to give him
the "Spark of Life." The figure of God is supported by
angels which are grouped into one mass in the folds of the
robe.
The figures have powerful muscles, showing Michaelangelo's interest in modeling. They stand out from tbe surface of the ceiling so that they appear to be actual figures
floating overhead. The artist painted them while lying on
his back on scaffolding erected for that purpose.
Michaelangelo, Buonarroti. - Michaelangelo could do
many things well. He was poet, architect and painter as
well as sculptor, but he considered himself a sculptor only,
because this was the work that he could do best. Today his
mural paintings are as well known as his sculpture. His
paintings show the same interest in the construction of
muscles and in the portrayal of powerful movement as that
shown in his sculpture. He tried to model things with paint
just as if he were working in stone.
Michaelangelo was born in the mountains of Italy where
his father was governor of two small towns. When Michaelangelo was a year old, his parents went to Florence leaving
the child with a stone-cutter and his wife. Perhaps, as he
grew older, it was with these people that he became
interested in carving.
At that time it was customary for children to work as
apprentices in shops and studios of different craftsmen and
artists; so at the age of thirteen Michaelangelo was sent to
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work in the studio of one of the leading artists of the time
where he did such good work that other boys became
jealous of him. One of them threw a mallet at him one day
and broke his nose, disfiguring him for life.
The huge copula of Saint Peters in Rome was planned by
Michaelangelo, but it was finished from his designs after the
death of the artist.
DEER IN FOREST
Bonheur

1822-1899

French

The deer in this picture become a part of the landscape
to a greater extent than is ordinarily true of Rosa Bonheur's paintings. She was always so much interested in the
animals that the rest of the composition became unimportant. This one has less detail than most and even goes
so far in the use of broken color as to be suggestive of
impressionistic treatment, instead of her usual realistic
style.
The trees surround this group of animals as a frame
surrounds a picture. They help to lead the eye into the
composition. We feel that we could wander on and on
through the forest. The horizontal direction of the branches
on the large trees prevent the eye from traveling to the top
of the picture with the strong perpendicular lines of the
tree trunks. It was necessary to do this in order to keep
our attention on the deer. The roots of the trees suggest
a horizontal line at the bottom of the picture.
Rosa Bonheur.-All four children of the Bonheur family grew up to be artists. Rosa was the eldest. The father
was a painter and teacher of drawing but he sometimes
found difficulty in earning enough money to provide for
his family.
Because of the death of her mother, Rosa at the age of
eleven went to live with an aunt. She was sent to school
but did not progress very well because she was not fond
of study and preferred to spend all her time in drawing. She
had to walk some distance to school and often stopped
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along the way to draw pictures in the sand. Occasionally
she became so interested in drawing that she forgot to go
to school.
When her father saw that she did poorly in school he
sent her to be an apprentice to a dress-maker. She showed
so little interest in this work and so much interest in drawing that her father finally decided to have her spend all of
her time in the study of art.
Rosa always painted animals. They were her friends
and she was anxious to know everything about them. Her
first picture was exhibited when she was nineteen. As her
work developed she became known as the "Animal painter
of France."
In order to make sketches for "The Horse Fair," her
best known picture, she attired herself in man's clothing so
as to gain admission to the fair grounds where no woman
was permitted to go.
Rosa Bonheur received high prices for her pictures and
sold so many of them that she became quite wealthy.
All her life she kept many pets. She bought a beautiful
home near Paris in order that she might have a place to keep
them. People all over the world, knowing her love for
animals, sent them to her as gifts. "Buffalo Bill" sent her
two fine horses from Texas.
DUTCH INTERIOR
de Hooch

1632-1681

Dutch

Surely "Dutch Interior" suggests enough precision and
neatness to satisfy the most immaculate of house-keepers.
The clean-cut treatment banishes all thought of the possibility of there being a speck of dust anywhere. The artist
has tried to make everything just as real as possible. Every
detail is carefully painted and yet none of them stands out
so much that it becomes more noticeable than the most
important things in the picture. Some people do not like
pictures which appear hard and mechanical in treatment
but others think that this is the way that every artist should
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paint. It is a good picture because the artist has done well
the thing he tried to do.
The light falls on the cap and apron of the woman in
such a way as to draw attention to her as a part of the
center of interest. Look at the spot of sunlight on the floor
at her feet. The light on the woman's apron then carries
the eye up through the figure and finally to the windows
at the top of the picture but the light at the right hand side
carries the attention back down to the spot you started
from. There is almost a complete circle of light.
The lower right hand side of the picture would seem too
dark if it were not broken by the light on the plate of fruit.
Even the shoes on the floor have been placed in a position
which helps to direct attention to the figure.
Pieter de Hooch.-More than a century elapsed after
the death of Pieter de Hooch before anyone realized that
he was one of Holland's most interesting painters. Then,
much searching through records disclosed few facts about
his life. Even the dates of his birth and his death are uncertain.
He is known today as the painter of Dutch interiors. All
of his pictures are small and he usually chose to paint the
simple homes and courtyards of the poorer people although
he sometimes chose drawing-room scenes.
His colors are very rich. Usually sunlight glistens on the
walls or floor in definite clear-cut patterns. The figures
in his pictures appear to have been put there as part of the
furnishing of the room. He was fond of painting open doorways through which interesting landscape, architecture or
figures could be seen.
END OF THE DAY

Adan

1839-

French

Quiet and peace after a day of hard work in the fields
is the picture Adan has painted. That it is evening is shown
by the tired droop of the peasant's shoulders and the position of the body which indicates that his steps lag. His head
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is turned slightly as if he paused long enough to consider
the beauty of the sunset.
A certain harmony of relationship exists between the
rugged peasant and the gnarled old tree. The peasant has
seen many a day of labor, and year after year the tree has
withstood the changing seasons. The tree has split and its
heart is partly rotted but it continues to put forth new
shoots of green.
Like the road in Hobbema's "Avenue of Trees" this road
also leads to a village.
Study the angle in which the tools are carried, then notice
the angle of the larger section of the tree. This is another
example of opposition. Which lines in the picture take the
same direction as the tools? Which ones take the same direction as the man's body? Which are in opposition to the
man's body?
Emile Adan.-Although Adan was born in Paris he
enjoyed most the painting of quiet landscapes. These usually
contained some figures engaged in the simple activities of
country life. He also painted portraits, and sometimes he
liked to paint pictures he made up from his own imagination. His colors are always subdued, suggesting peace and
quiet.
Adan's best known pictures are "End of Day," "The
Ferryman's Daughter," "The Haymaker," and "Across the
Fields."
FEEDING HER BIRDS
Millet

1814-1875

French

Millet must have thought this woman who is feeding
her children was like a mother bird feeding her little ones,
for he called the picture "Feeding Her Birds." The mother
has brought a bowl of food out where she can feed the
children in the warm sunshine.
Most children like this picture by Millet; but he has
painted other pictures which are better known. Some day
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when you see "The Gleaners" and "The Angelus," compare this picture with them and decide which one you like
best.
See how many curves you can find in the woman's body.
Notice how much they correspond to the curves in Millet's
other pictures.
The lightest colors in the picture are on and around the
children so that the attention falls on them at once. The
colors at edges and corners of the picture become darker
and softer, also there is less painting of detail in these
areas.
If the mother's hand were not outstretched, holding the
spoon, she would seem to fall into one unit of the picture
and the children into another, but the position of the hand
and spoon help to hold the two groups together. Even the
position of the chicken in the background helps to lead the
attention to the center of interest.
The window helps to break the plain space of the wall;
and the dark doorway balances the dark of the mother's
dress.
Jean Francois Millet.-The parents of Millet were
peasants who spent many hours each day working in the
fields, but they were well educated in literature and art.
There was a wholesomeness about his early life which did
much to influence his painting. Millet's grandmother, a
very pious woman, and her brother who was an exiled priest
lived in the home. The priest studied Latin classics much
of the time when he was not working in the fields. These
people helped the boy to appreciate all that was beautiful
and to reverence all that was good.
A little time spent in Paris, where he went to paint, convinced Millet that he could not be happy in a city. When
he was about thirty years old he returned to spend the
rest of his life at the edge of the forest near Fountainebleau.
At first people did not care for Millet's work because it
was different from the kind of pictures that they knew.
They had become accustomed to seeing pictures of gay court
scenes with people dressed in rich silks. Millet's hardy but
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charming peasant people against nature's own background
did not look beautiful to them. Gradually his pictures
became appreciated and he sold many of them for good
prices.
FOG WARNING
Homer

1836-1910

American

This picture shows that the artist who painted it knew
much about the sea. He has shown us a fisherman who has
been out in his small boat and is now returning to the ship.
He is called back by the fog warning which has just been
sounded. He can see the fog bank approaching and hurries
to the ship before the air becomes too misty for him to find
his way.
Notice the long arms reaching out from the fog-bank.
They repeat the angle of the boat; and the horizontal position of the oars repeats the line of the water at the horizon.
The way in which the fish's tail is placed helps to point
attention to the fishing vessel in the distance.
This picture hangs in the Metropolitan Museum in New
York City.
Winslow Homer.- His pictures of the sea brought
Winslow Homer his reputation as a painter. The sea was
his friend as it had been his people's before him. His
family were all sea-faring folk.
When still a boy he showed great interest and skill in
drawing. His father was pleased with this ability and
encouraged him to study art. For some time he worked as
an illustrator of magazines but when he found that his
paintings of the sea attracted more attention than any
others of his, he decided to paint more of such pictures.
In order to study the sea in all its different moods, he
built himself a little cabin on the rocky coast of Maine. Here
he spent his time painting pictures of the sea and of the
sturdy people who made their living from it.
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THE HOLIDAY

Potthast

1857-1927

American

How should you like to step right into this picture and
do the same thing that these children are doing? The sunlight looks bright and everyone appears to be having a good
time.
Light colors have been used to give the feeling of the
out-of-doors. Colors always look lighter when the sun is
shining. See how many different colors you can find in the
water. The paint is put on in small spots in order to make
the water look as if it moves. The reflections of the children
show that the water is very clear. The green of the boy's
shirt balances the green bathing dress of the lady in the
distance on the left hand side. The bright red ball in the
water is also needed to balance the red in the left hand side
of the picture. Most of the red is soft in tone. Otherwise it
would attract too much attention. The very bright red has
been kept for the tiny spots such as the ball and the little
bathing cap seen just above a wave in the distance.
Follow the line of the shore beginning at the bottom of
the picture. Leave out all details and make it as straight as
you can until it reaches the point where it turns just below
the little girl in the red suit. Now follow it to the right,
continuing on back of the child in white. When you reach
the child who is wearing the large sailor collar, follow the
vertical direction to the top of the head. Now draw on
another piece of paper the line you followed. You should
have an angle to the left, then to the right and finally a
short perpendicular line. These lines help the eye to travel
into the picture so that when an artist wishes to show great
distance, he tries to use lines of this type. We call this
arrangement "·a ngular composition." The perpendicular
line stops the eye so that it will not travel too far.
The color, light and movement are the most interesting
things in this picture. It is a good example of impressionism.
Compare it with "Paris Boulevards" by Renoir.
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Edward Henry Potthaat.-This artist of childhood and
of the sea was born in Cincinnati, Ohio. The family of
father, mother, and two boys were in modest circumstances.
Edward enjoyed drawing and painting while his brother
was gifted in singing.
Edward started his art training at the McMichen School
of Design in Cincinnati. Later he went to Munich, Germany,
to study art, then to Paris and to Holland. After gaining
considerable reputation as a painter in Paris, he returned
to America in 1900 where he continued to paint and to
illustrate for magazines. Most of his painting was done at
Provincetown.
Potthast spent much of his time near the sea. During the
latter part of his life he painted many pictures of the sea
which are described by one writer as being "full of sunny
joyousness and the spirit of childhood."
HOLY NIGHT
Correaaio

1494-1534

Italian

At Christmas time we see "Holy Night" reproduced more
often than any other picture. It is one of the world's most
famous paintings of the birth of Christ. The original
hangs in the Art Gallery at Dresden, Germany.
The light appears to be coming from the child and shining
on all those around, causing a definite contrast with the
dark of the picture.
The figures are in very interesting positions as if the
artist tried many different arrangements before deciding
upon the one he wanted. Foreshortened positions are used
a great deal. (Foreshortening takes place when an object
is extended toward the observer so that it looks shorter than
it really is. Measure the length of the arm, from shoulder
to wrist, of the figure leaning on the manger. Compare its
length with that of the figure standing whose arm is not in
a foreshortened position.)
Compare the angels in this picture with those in Michaelangelo's "Creation.''
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Correggio.-Correggio was named after the town in
which he was born and little is known about his life.
Some writers say that he was well paid for everything
he painted while others state that he remained poor all his
life.
Like Michaelangelo, he was fond of painting figures
hovering in mid-air. These are skillfully placed in foreshortened positions. Many artists try to do this but have
difficulty in making the figures look natural. There is much
dramatic action in all his pictures.
Correggio was a master of chiaroscuro. That means that
he was able to arrange the light and shade of his picture
in a particularly pleasing way. If you wish to see this more
clearly, place one of his pictures before you and look at it
with half-closed eyes. This will blur everything in the picture so that you cannot tell what the different objects are.
You will see dark and light spots only, but they will be
arranged to make a very interesting pattern.
HOSEA
Sargent

1856-1925

American

"Hosea" is one of the figures in a frieze showing the
prophets of the Old Testament. It is a mural decoration on
one of the walls of the Boston Public Library. In this frieze
Moses occupies the center holding one of the stone tables of
the law in each hand. The rest of the prophets are grouped
on either side to form this border of "frieze."
Hosea is one of the most interesting of these figures. The
arrangement of the simple white robe about the figure is
not easy to forget. The whole figure is covered and a part
of the robe overshadows the face. Since Hosea was one of
the prophets who foretold great suffering for Israel, he is
draped as if he would shut out everything which might
disturb his thought. He seems downcast and disconsolate.
You may be interested in studying the entire frieze in
order to compare this figure with the others.
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John Singer Sargent.--Sargent was born in Florence,
Italy, of American parents. The influence of this "City of
Art" during his early years gave him a great desire to paint.
He received his first training in drawing and painting
in Florence and at the age of nineteen went to Paris to study.
Sargent became a great portrait painter of notable men
and women. It was said of him, "To have been painted by
Sargent added distinction to the distinguished."

THE JOCKEY
Degaa

1834-1917

French

This young horse is so alert and ready to run that the
jockey can scarcely restrain him. See how he leans back
in the saddle. The horse is delicately built. It is the type
meant for racing and not for the pulling of heavy loads.
Notice the slender legs.
Another thing which makes this horse seem anxious to
go is the direction of the lines. Horizontal lines always suggest more speed than vertical ones. The horse's body forms
a horizontal line and so does the under part of the head.
Even the tail is held nearly straight. Other horizontal lines
are found in the jockey. The arm from wrist to elbow and
also the thigh take this direction. The feet are thrust forward and the body is leaning back. While this action does
not give actual horizontal lines, it approaches the horizontal
more nearly than does any perpendicular line. What other
horizontal lines do you see?
The general movement of the horse is to the right while
the jockey is pulling back in the opposite direction. If this
were not true, the artist would have had to show the horse
running.
In this picture the horizon comes above the center. Artists
never divide a picture exactly in half unless one part is very
plain and another part very much broken so as not to look
as if the division were half-way.
Edgar Hilaire Germain Degaa.-Degas was born in
Paris and before his death at the age of seventy-three years,
he was recognized as one of the great masters of French art.
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Usually Degas liked to be alone. In order to keep people
from annoying him, he had no telephone in his house and
locked himself away from all but a few close friends.
His favorite subjects were jockeys and ballet dancers.
JOHN THE BAPTIST
Del Sarto

1846-1531

Italian

Most pictures which represent John the Baptist show him
as an older man or as a small child, but here we see him
as a boy with dark curly hair. He is wearing only the
traditional cloak of camels hair.
The rich dark brown background provides a suitable
contrast for the bright flesh tints of the figure.
Andrea del Sarto.-People spoke of this artist as "The
faultless Andrea del Sarto" because he drew exceedingly
well ; however he never considered himself more than a
craftsman. He did not try to become a great artist. His
wife encouraged him to paint pictures that everyone liked
because he could sell this kind easily. She was not eager for
him to paint pictures that would become great works of
art.
Although he spent most of his life in the city of Florence
where he was born, he visited for a time at the French
court.
His best-known paintings are "Madonna of the Harpies"
and "Madonna of the Sack."
Andrea del Sarto was one of the most skillful painters
of his day. He arranged his compositions well, drew them
beautifully and painted them with exceedingly rich colors.
THE LAST SUPPER
Da Vinci

1452-1519

ltaliaa

Few pictures are as well known and as highly prized as
"The Last Supper" which very suitably decorates what was
originally the dining hall of an old monastery in Milan, Italy.
The Christ is shown in the center of the table with the
disciples grouped, six on either side. Apparently the artist
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had in mind the moment immediately following the startling
statement by the Master that one of them should betray
Him. The expressions on the faces of the disciples indicate
this.
Although the figures are arranged into separate group.13,
each group is related to the others because of the position
of the hands, the direction of the gaze, and areas of light
on the clothing. The arrangement of the lines of the walls
and ceiling also help to carry the attention to the central
figure. This is considered one of the best known examples
of skillful grouping of figures as well as of perfect perspective.
An interesting detail in this picture is the fact that the
salt cellar next to Judas' hand has been tipped over. At
that time people considered the spilling of salt a very unlucky omen.
Throughout the more than four hundred years since this
picture was painted, it has narrowly escaped being destroyed a number of times. There is a great scar in the
lower center showing where a doorway was once cut through
the wall and where its top extended up into the picture.
This painting was not always appreeciated as it is today.
An unfortunate experiment in the mixing of the colors
is responsible for the fact that the paint has gradually
flaked off until only a suggestion of the picture's former
grandeur remains. However, on the side wall at the left
a full sized copy has been painted so as to preserve the
composition after the original can no longer be seen.
The figures in "The Last Supper" are more than life size.
The picture is twenty-eight feet long and occupies the entire
upper part of the wall at the end of the room.
Leonardo Da Vinci.-The life of Leonardo Da Vinci is
so interesting that whole books have been written about him.
Like Michaelangelo, he was a man who was able to do many
things well. His greatest talent lay in his painting but he
was also engineer, architect, poet, musician, author, sculptor
and scientist. Besides all this, he has the reputation of
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having been an excellent conversationalist and very handsome.
After having become the most popular painter of his day
in Italy by the time he was thirty-two, he went to France
where he became a member of the king's household.
Most of his time was spent in the painting of religious
pictures but he painted one portrait, the "Mona Lisa" which
has caused more comment than any picture of its kind in
the world. It is a portrait of a woman whose facial expression shows a very mysterious smile. She is not a beautiful
woman but the artist has put so much character into her
face that the picture never fails to fascinate.
The types of background used by Da Vinci reflect his
interest in engineering. He shows winding roads and other
interesting kinds of construction.
LAUGHING CAVALIER

Hals

1580-1666

Dutch

This is one of Frans Hals' smiling portraits. The twinkle
in the eye and the upturned corners of the mustache suggest that this is a jolly individual.
The red hair and warm skin tones shine out against the
black mass of the hat. The simple white mass which is the
ruff also sets off the face to good advantage. The cuff has
been kept in shadow because the artist did not wish to call
attention to this part of the picture. Just above the cuff
is a warm red-brown color which repeats the tones in the
face and hair.
The rendering of texture in this picture is so well done
that the observer can feel the richness of the material of
which the costume is made.
Frans Hals.-Hals is known as the painter of smiling
faces. No matter what sort of person he chose for a portrait he wanted the face to be interesting and smiling.
As might be expected, judging from his pictures, Hals
was always gay and carefree.
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His parents were prominent people in the town of Haarlem. It was here that Hals first became known for his
portraits.
His picture "Fool with Lute" is really a portrait of one
of his friends named "Brouwer" whom he dressed up as a
court jester. Brouwer was also an artist.
"Laughing Cavalier" is one of the best known of Hals'
pictures.
MADONNA AND ANGELS
Fra Angelico

1387-1455

Italian

The Italian artists were fond of painting pictures of the
Virgin seated upon a throne. In this picture the Virgin
occupies the center of interest and is surrounded by angels
in circular formation. See how many circles you can find
in the picture. Many parts of the architecture contain
sections of a circle.
How rich these colors are! Italian artists used no cheap
gilt paint but only pure gold-leaf which was sometimes laid
over a paste-like material and later tooled to make an incised design. Notice the tiny stars on the halos of the
angels and the Virgin. The wings of the angels appear to
have been made from sections of the rainbow and their
robes from the colors of the sunset. Notice the tiny flames
on their heads. What do you think they mean?
The plan of this picture is very definite. The artist seems
to have been interested in making a design rather than in
painting so~thing that would look like a photograph. The
starry lining of the canopy suggests the sky at night. No
matter of harmony is neglected. Even the hair color of
each angel is adjusted to the color of the costume. The
deep mahogany red bands back of the central figures help
to emphasize the same color in the halo of the Child. While
the Virgin's halo is like those of the angels its larger size
makes us feel that she is more important than the other
figures. The child's halo could not be made larger without
its seeming more important than the child, but since it is
the only halo with color our attention is easily attracted
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to this tiny figure which in reality is more important than
any other in the composition.
The central position of the Madonna, the background of
the throne, the arrangement of the angels to form a circular frame proclaim that this is no ordinary mother and
child but a pair fit for the heavenly setting in which they
are placed.
Fra Angelico.-The monk Fra Angelico was the painter
of angels. His real name was Fra Giovanni da Fiesole but
he was called "L' Angelico," meaning "Blessed." Some say
that he never took up his pencils without first engaging in
prayer and that he always remained in a kneeling position
the whole time he was occupied in painting the figures of
Jesus and of the Virgin Mary.
No other artist has equaled the brilliance and richness
of color in his pictures of angels and heavenly scenes; he
also knew much more about the human form than did
Giotto, of whom he was a follower.
MADONNA ENTHRONED

Cimabue

1240-1302

Italian

"Madonna Enthroned" is a good example of the way the
early Italian masters liked to paint. The figures look very
stiff when we compare them with pictures that we see more
frequently. The Virgin does not have a pretty face, her
head is too large, and the head of the Child is too small.
The "grown-up" angels are not much larger than the child.
After noticing all of these defects we wonder why this
is a good picture. Let us study it more closely in order to
see its beauty, for it does have beauty if we know what to
look for.
First of all, let us consider its shape. Because it was
fitted into a certain place in a cathedral, it had to be made
with the pointed top. It had to fit with the architecture of
the building that it decorated and this stiffness makes it
look as if it were doing its share along with the stone work
in helping to support the building.
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The colors are very rich. The color which is doubtless
reproduced in your print as a warm tan is solid gold in the
original. The halos of the angels are all solid gold. In
order to secure this gold background, a piece of solid gold
was hammered until it spread out as thin as tissue paper.
This thin sheet is called "gold-leaf." The gold-leaf was
then laid over the surface to which an adhesive substance
had been applied. The small dark designs you see on the
surface of the gold are not painted on but "tooled"; that is,
the gold-leaf has been laid over a paste-like &urface and the
design pressed in with a tool before the paste became hard.
The Virgin has been made larger than the angels to show
that she is considered more important. Artists of this
time did not know that the small child's head is larger in
proportion to the body than that of an adult, or else they
wanted it this way in order to show that this child was
unusually endowed with wisdom. At any rate, the Christ
Child in this picture looks like a tiny man instead of like
a child as we know Him in later pictures.
On a piece of paper, draw an oval to represent the Virgin.
Draw a circle where the head and halo are placed. Make a
small circle where you see the halo of the child ; make
middle-sized circles where you see the halos of the angels.
Draw in the main lines of the throne and see what an attractive design this picture makes. Make every space a
different color if you like.
Giovanni Cimabue.-Cimabue was allowed to follow
his own desires because he was the son of a noble family
in Italy. He became an artist, and when only thirty years
old he painted The Madonna of the Church of Santa Maria
Novella (Madonna Enthroned).
When he painted he allowed no one to see his work.
When his painting, "The Madonna Enthroned," was discovered, it was so much admired that it was carried in a
procession to the Church of Santa Maria Novella.
As a youth he was sent by his father to Santa Maria
Novella to study letters, but instead of giving his time to
studying he drew pictures on books and papers.
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While in school he watched for hours some Greek artists
who were painting the chapel. He was later placed with
these masters and soon became more skillful than they in
design and coloring.
THE MAGNIFICAT

Botticelli

1444-1510

Italian

The Italian artists often painted symbols. That is, they
put into their pictures those things which stood for something, instead of making an illustration of an incident in
the way they thought it looked when it happened. "The
Magnificat" is a picture qf this kind. The Virgin is being
crowned to show that she is considered a queen. She is
dipping a pen into a bottle of ink to show that she is regarded as the author of what is known as "The Magnificat"
which is to be found in the Bible, Luke 1 :46-79 where Mary
rejoices over the announcement that she is to be the mother
of the Christ Child. The book in the picture is not the kind
used at the time of Christ but it serves just as well for a
symbol of a book. People who do not realize how much
beauty there is in this composition think that this is not a
good picture because there is a mistake in it. But the people who lived at the time this picture was painted were uneducated; and if a scroll had been used instead they might
not have known that it was intended to be a book.
"The Magnificat" was painted about the year 1466 for a
member of the Medici family and his wife. The two angels
on the left holding the book and the ink stand are portraits
of their own children.
The shape of this picture is unusual. Perhaps you are
familiar with another picture which is round in shape
called "The Madonna of the Chair" by Raphael. The latter
is a familiar picture but "The Magnificat" is not so well
known.
The curves of the figures have been carefully planned to
fit into the circular shape of the picture. Botticelli liked
to paint fine detail and delicate veiling. Many parts of his
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canvasses have surface patterns that look like jewels set
in rich velvet.
Alleaaandro Filipepi Botticelli.-" An Allegory of
Spring," which hangs in the Uffizi Gallery in Florence,
Italy, is probably the best known of Botticelli's paintings.
"Botticelli" is only a nickname given to him so early in
life that everyone knew him by it.
As a boy he worked for a goldsmith; then he went to the
studio of Frau Filippo Lippi to study. His progress was
very rapid and he painted much in both Rome and Florence.
Botticelli's work can be recognized by the delicate,
chiffon-like draperies and graceful lines as well as by tiny,
intricate surface patterns which have a jewel-like quality.
MONARCH OF THE GLEN

Landaeer

1802-1893

English

See this proud creature, alert in every muscle. Count the
points on his antlers. Year after year he has been the
leader and protector of his herd and even now holds his
head high in order that his sensitive nostrils may catch
scent of possible danger. "Monarch of the Glen" is a good
name for this picture.
There is only one important thing in the picture. That is
the buck. We see mountains and a broad expanse of sky
but these things are only secondary. The splendid animal
is the thing the artist wants us to see. The shape of the
picture has been carefully planned to accommodate the proportions of the buck. The antlers seem to support the top
edge of the picture.
Much study was necessary in order to give this picture
the exact character of the animal, for the artist was interested in making an accurate study of a beautiful creature.
The excellence of his painting shows how well he has
succeeded.
Sir Edward Landseer.-The father of Landseer was an
artist who did much to encourage his young son in the same
kind of work. He kept all of the child's sketches, which
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are now on exhibit in a museum in London·. This son became one of the most popular of the English artists.
Like the French artist, Rosa Bonheur, Landseer was a
lover of animals. He kept many pets. He refused to shoot
the deer in the mountains, but found many opportunities to
paint pictures of them when he visited Sir Walter Scott in
Scotland.
Landseer's animals seem almost human. He believed that
they could feel and understand like human beings. Therefore his animals appear very intelligent. His drawing was
accurate and he was skillful in the arrangement of his composition as well. Some consider him the finest animal
painter of all time.
OLD TEMERAIRE
Turner

1775-1851

En1liah

What a blaze of glory we see in this sunset I We do not
wonder that Turner wished to put such beauty into permanent form on canvas!
The word "Temeraire" means "One Who Dares." That
was the name of the old battleship which Turner saw being
towed to the breakers yards one evening at sunset. The
old ship had seen many a battle. She was captured from
the French by the English, who later put her into active
service. Upon her return from the battle of Trafalgar,
where Napoleon was defeated in his attempt to conquer
England, the old ship was received with great pride by all
the people. At last when it was decided that she should be
kept no longer, she was towed away to be broken up.
"That would be a fine study for your brush," remarked
the friend who stood with Turner and watched the old ship
until it faded out of sight in the distance. Later Turner
produced this beautiful painting.
It is the end of day and also the end of the ship's existence. The ship floats quietly upon the surface of the
water. It can no longer move under its own power but
must be towed by the noisy, fiery little tug. What a fuss
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the latt.er makes in contrast to the dignity of the noble
vessel!
This picture is a fine example of Turner's best impressionistic style. The colors are brilliant and sparkling. See
how the red disk of the sun balances other brilliant spots
in the picture! The dark mass which is the little tug boat
is balanced with other dark areas at the lower right hand
corner of the picture.
Jotepb Mallard William Turner.-The first exhibit of
Turner's drawings took place on the walls of his father's
barber shop. Many of the drawings were sold, and the boy
was kept busy making other drawings and pictures to be
sold in the shop.
He continued to paint and by the time he was thirty-five
he was considered one of England's leading artists. He
became wealthy. In spite of his wealth, he always lived
quietly. His greatest interest and pleasure was in his art.
Of all his paintings, "Old Temeraire" was his favorite.
At the time of his death he gave this picture to the British
Nation and today it hangs on the wall of one of the rooms
in the National Gallery, London.

Renoir

PARIS BOULEVARDS
1841-1919

French

Sunlight and movement are the things which impress us
most in this picture of "Paris Boulevards." It is as if the
artist took only a glimpse of some busy street in Paris and
then set down on canvas just what he saw. All edges are
blurred and indefinite but that is the way things appear in
the bright sunlight. We are able to distinguish certain
objects but none of them definitely. The way this picture
is painted makes one wish to hurry on from one object to
the next without pausing to study any of them. It is very
different from the quietness of Whistler's work and that
of Chavannes. Even the colors are not mixed together
very much, but one is placed next to another on the canvas.
When we get far enough away from this picture the colors
blend together as we look at them. Yellow and green are
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placed beside each other in order to make yellow-green
when seen at a distance. This placing of one color next to
another is called "juxtaposition" and this device is used a
great deal by the impressionistic painters. The effect of
sunlight can be shown much better by the use of broken
color than it can with solid color.
There is no black in the picture. Dark blue and purple
are used instead. Black would be too dull for its light,
airy, gay mood.
Work of this kind is usually done rapidly and with as
much freedom as possible. Working over it too much dulls
the colors and makes them look "muddy."
Pierre Auguste Renoir.-Limoges in southern France
was the birthplace of Renoir. He was the son of a poor
tailor. While still a child he showed a great fondness for
drawing. He worked for a manufacturer of porcelains and
later took up the painting of fans and blinds in order to
earn a living. He saved enough money from this work to
give all of his time to painting.
After Renoir painted the picture "Madame Carpentier
and Her Children," he stepped from poverty into wealth.
His success is due to his skillful handling of color.
POPLARS
Monet

1840-1926

French

Compare "Poplars" with a picture by George Inness and
see if you do not find some of the same qualities in both.
Monet, like Inness, enjoyed painting atmosphere. These
trees appear as if seen through a mist.
Pictures of the impressionistic type are best when seen
in full color, but there is much to enjoy in an uncolored copy
as well. If your print is uncolored, try to imagine what
colors would be best for the sky, the trees, the tree trunks,
and the water. Try to select colors which will best express
sunlight.
Imagine a line drawn from tree to tree just touching the
bottom of the main mass of foliage on each tree. At the
left hand side of the picture let the line turn and follow the
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tops of the smaller foliage masses to the right hand side.
Now allow the line to go to the left again with the lowest
foliage masses until it reaches the ground. This is a fine
example of the use of angular direction in composition.
Perpendicular and horizontal lines have been used also.
Can you find them?
Claude Monet.-Monet was born in Paris and though
he studied with a number of different teachers, he developed
his own ideas of painting. He was the leader of the impressionists-those who put on canvas their quick "impressions" of the things they saw. Brilliant sparkling light and
color are their chief characteristics.
In attempts to capture on canvas the effect of light and
air, Monet painted many times the same group of trees or
other nature objects, showing how they looked to him at
different seasons of the year and at different hours of the
day.
Pictures of the type Monet and his followers painted are
most effective when seen at a distance and in subdued light.
PRIMARY SCHOOL IN BRIITANY
Geoffroy

1853-1925

French

In some parts of Brittany, France, the little girls still
dress like these we see in the picture. There are no boys
in the classroom shown here because the boys go to a different school from that which the girls attend.
The teacher with the group of children around her is the
center of interest. This group is painted very distinctly
while the children in the back of the room as well as the
maps and pictures on the wall are less definite in treatment.
The contrast of white caps and collars with the dark
dresses forms a pleasfog pattern of dark and light. Where
do you find the largest area of white in the picture?
Find the angular line formed by the bottom edge of the
aprons of the two little girls in the lower left hand corner.
To what figure does it lead? What other lines lead to the
center of interest?
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Jean Geoffroy.-Because of his very modest, retirina'
nature, little is known of the life of Jean Geoffroy. He
spent most of his life in the little village of Marennes in
the province of Britanny where the eyes of all the inhabitants were forever anxiously turned toward the sea. They
gained their living from fishing. Many a tragedy of the
sea saddened their lives. But the children were always gay.
From them Geoffroy gained most of the inspiration for his
paintings. He always carried in his pockets candies and
cakes for the little folks.
Geoffroy's best known paintings are "Primary School in
Brittany," "The Great Culprit," "The Sewing Lesson," "A
Future Scholar," "Visiting Day in the Hospital," and "The
Prayer of the Humble." How many of these do you know?

PRINCE BALTHAZAR
Velaaquez

1699-1660

Spanish

This little fellow, Prince Balthazar, was the only son of
King Philip II of Spain. As his father wished the child
to become a great soldier and horseman, he began teaching
him to ride when the boy was only three years old. No
wonder that Velasquez chose to paint the prince astride his
plump little pony which was a gift from the King.
Notice the elaborate costume of the child and the gay
trappings of the horse. Velasquez liked to paint the details
of elaborate costumes, but he never made them too important. The horse's body is very much foreshortened. That
is why it appears to be coming toward us. The foreshortening also adds to the horse's appearance of plumpness.
The ground is kept dark in order to provide a solid foundation for the picture. The hind feet of the horse are
nearly the same tone as the ground. The artist was wise
to make that arrangement. If he had not done so the attention would have been attracted to the feet instead of being
centered upon the more important parts of the picture.
The trees, the mountains, and the sky which form the
background are very attractive but are not sufficiently interesting to call attention away from the child and the
horse.
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Dieso Veluquez.-Seville, Spain, the birthplace of
Murillo, was also the birthplace of Velasquez. Unlike
Murillo's parents, those of Velasquez were well-to-do and
gave their son the advantage of attending the best schools
and studying with the leading artists of Spain.
Velasquez spent most of his life as court painter for
Philip IV of Spain, a position given him while he was still
young. Philip was very fond of him, and promised that
only Velasquez should paint the King. King Philip IV also
gave him money to study art in Italy.
Some of the world's best portrait paintings are attributed
to Velasquez. That of the Infanta Margarita and of other
royal children are particularly charming. One portrait of
the artist himself is particularly notable.
The Spaniards call Velasquez the "Painter of Earth," and
Murillo the "Painter of Heaven."

Dallin

THE PROTEST
1861-

American

Stubbornness is shown in every line of "The Protest."
The Indian does not want the white man to trespass upon
his territory and although he is powerless to stop the advance of civilization, he still shows his unwillingness to
yield. The horse is in a position which suggests that he is
being pushed backward though he would go forward if he
could. The Indian shakes his fist at the intruder.
Although the statue is rather realistic in treatment, it
has several decorative features. From the Indian's clenched
ftst to the elbow of the left arm forms one continuous line.
This makes a more powerful expression than would have
been possible if the line had changed direction. The horse's
tail is placed next to his body so that it becomes a part of
the same mass. Had the tail stood out from the horse's
body it would have attracted attention to that part of the
statue instead of allowing interest to center upon the Indian, which is the most important part.
The feathers in the Indian's head-dress are arranged
with so much rhythm that they suggest a design. Start at
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the base of the first feather and let your pencil travel
quickly to its top. Do this with each feather in rapid succession. Count them if you like. Notice how their direction changes gradually. Find the three main curves in the
statue. They are formed by (1) the horse's neck, (2) the
Indian's back, (3) the back part of the horse.
Cyrus E. Dallin.-How should you like to have real Indians for playmates? This was the experience of Cyrus E .
Dallin, who was born and reared in a typical pioneer home
in the western part of the United States. Because his parents were friendly with the Indians, he learned to know
and love them.
Near the home was a great bed of clay where the boy
spent much of his time modeling. Soon he began making
small statues of his Indian friends. This activity attracted
the attention of some wealthy miners, who sent him to
Boston to study. After that he went to Paris, where he
became a friend of Rosa Bonheur, the well-known painter
of animals.
"The Appeal to the Great Spirit" is one of Dallin's best
known sculptures.
SAINT FRANCIS PREACHING TO THE BIRDS
Giotto

1267-1337

Italian

If you have a colored print of "Saint Francis Preaching
to the Birds," you may think that it has been damaged, but
that is the way the real picture looks today. Because it is
very old, much of the paint has peeled off, but it still has
so much beauty that people enjoy seeing it. The man who
painted this picture is the same one who designed the lovely
campanile of Florence, Italy. He is a great architect as
well as a great painter.
This picture was made at a time when people knew little
about painting. We may feel that there is too much sky
and that the figures are crowded too near the bottom of the
picture. The figure of Saint Francis seems short when
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compared with the length of the arms, but Giotto had something beautiful for us to see, so let us notice the lovely
things in the picture.
The body of Saint Francis leans in toward the center of
the picture and the tree does the same thing on the other
side. This helps to hold the attention to the center of interest, which is the face of Saint Francis. The artist has
painted this very much in detail. It looks as delicate as a
miniature. The birds are turned toward Saint Francis and
this leads us to look at his face to find what is to be seen
there.
Giotto di Bondone.-Giotto has been called the "Father
of Italian Painting." For forty years he created beautiful
paintings and architecture and inspired others to do likewise.
At the time Giotto lived many new churches were being
built throughout Italy. There was a great demand for
artists who could decorate the interior walls of these new
churches with representations of the life of Christ, the
Virgin Mary, and stories of the favorite saints. Since few
people could read, pictures were painted in order to help
teach the doctrines of the Church. These pictures painted
very simply with all figures more or less alike are called
"Giottesque." Giotto's pupils and followers painted in the
same manner but few of them reached the perfection of the
master.
Sometimes Giotto and his followers painted pictures in
which the same person appeared twice in order to show two
different incidents in the same story.
SAINT GENEVIEVE OVERLOOKING PARIS
Cbavannea

1824-1898

French

"Saint Genevieve Overlooking Paris" is another lovely
decorative composition with vertical and horizontal lines.
It is a mural on the elaborately decorated walls of the Phanteon in Paris. Of all the pictures there, showing the life
of Saint Genevieve this is one of the most beautiful. That
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is the reason we see copies of it more often than we see the
others.
When pictures are used for wall decoration they must be
painted in soft colors. Otherwise we would become tired of
them. They would seem to crowd the room. For this reason fl.at colors are better than those which are put on in a
way that makes the figures seem rounded too much.
How still everything seems. Brilliant colors could not
possibly give this effect. Even the moon is a soft rather
than a brilliant yellow. The soft red of the roofs and quiet
blue of the sky seem to be whispering rather than shouting
as do some colors.
From top to bottom this picture is divided into five sections. See if you can find the five sections. No two of them
are the same size. That is why the spacing is beautiful.
From left to right there are three important objects which
form vertical lines. What are they? What has the artist
done to make the head of Saint Genevieve seem more important than the flowers in the vase?
Puvi De Chavannea.-Chavannes was born in Lyons,
France, a city famous for the number of great men connected with it. He went to Paris at the age of twenty and
worked for a short time under two other artists ; then he
set out to paint in his own way.
Only one person was ever allowed to watch him paint.
That was Princess Marie Cantacuzine. He loved her and
for over forty years she was a source of his inspiration.
They were married in 1897. She lived only a short time
after this and he died the next year.
The mural paintings of Chavannes are among the finest
the world has known. At first painting after painting of
his was rejected in the salons; an unappreciative public
ridiculed his work. But when he was thirty years old his
first real opportunity came in the form of a commission to
decorate the blank panels on the walls of his brother's
house. He painted these so beautifully that people ceased
to laugh and began to admire.
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SISTINE MADONNA
Raphael

1483-1520

Italian

The Sistine Madonna has been called the world's greatest
painting. In the Dresden gallery this picture alone is given
an entire room which visitors enter in silence. The Madonna is shown stepping out from heaven between curtains
which have been drawn aside to let her pass. The characters on either side represent Pope Sixture II and Saint
Barbara, both of whom were martyrs. It is believed that
two little children who watched the artist at work served
as models for the angels at the bottom of the picture. The
soft gray clouds of the background take the form of tiny
angel heads. Some prints show this clearly. The hand of
Saint Sixtus is held out as if directing the Madonna's attention to the world and its troubles.
The figure of the child forms a compact mass with the
head and shoulders of the Virgin. The general arrangement of the lines is circular. The draping of the curtains
helps the eye to travel comfortably around the corners and
serves as a frame for the figures in the composition. The
two little angels are needed to balance the lower part of
the picture.
Raphael Sanzio.-Raphael was left an orphan when
very young. A small picture of Raphael as a baby in his
m,other's arms painted by Raphael's father is said to have
furnished the inspiration for the great Madonna pictures
by which the world knows this artist.
He first studied under the great artist Perugino, who
taught him to work with much detail and to use transparent, golden colors. This was called his "Umbrian" style
of painting. Next he went to Florence, where he met many
other artists who gave him new ideas about painting. He
learned to paint with richer color, using less detail, and
developing what is known as his "Florentine" style. In
1509 he went to Rome, where he again changed his way of
working to the broad, powerful style which is so well known
today. It was in Rome that de did much of his best work.
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SPRING

Corot

1776-1895

French

Silvery trees and a lake at twilight-the favorite subjects of Corot-are seen in this picture called "Spring."
Most of Corot's pictures have the same general plan of arrangement which consists of a large group of trees on the
right hand side and one or mpre smaller trees on the left
hand side. Usually these smaller trees have less foliage
than the large:r ones. Compare the composition of this picture with "Dance of the Nymphs." In both cases the figures are arranged near the smaller trees. In the latter picture a woman is reaching up to gather blossoms from the
tree. Corot's figures always become a part of the landscape rather than the landscape's serving only as a background for the figures. He gave the fine old trees at the
edge of the lake as much character as some painters give
to their portraits.
The main branches of all the trees take the same general
direction. This gives them rhythm. Corot liked to sing
while at work and his pictures look as if his brush strokes
kept time to the music. He called his pictures his "songs."
The lake and sky provide a light background for the
trees, thus causing them to resemble a silhouette in respect
to the arrangem~nt of dark masses. Perhaps you should
like to cut some of these tree shapes out of black paper and
paste them on white. See if you can make them as graceful as Corot's.
Jean Baptiste Camille Corot.-Corot spent a quiet,
peaceful life. When he was eleven, he was sent to a boarding school. His father, a man of wealth, was desirous of
having the son follow a business career. Accordingly the
boy was apprenticed at the age of sixteen to a draper (cloth
merchant). Although he worked for eight years with this
merchant he could not become interested in selling goods.
When the father realized that his son was a failure in the
business world, he permitted the youth to study painting.
Young Corot entered into this work wholeheartedly and
became one of the world's greatest landscape artists.
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Early morning mists and silvery trees beside a lake at
sunset were his favorite subjects. He often included figures
but these were always small and less important than the
landscape. The fanciful quality of his figures suggests his
great love for music and poetry.
Corot was nearly fifty years old before his work was
appreciated. When people at last realized that he was a
great painter his pictures sold rapidly. As he became
wealthy he gave generously to the poor, particularly to
help young, struggling artists.

SUNFLOWERS
VanG01h

1853-1890

Dutch

The rugged beauty of sunflowers is very different from
the delicate quality of violets, sweetpeas, and roses. That
means that all flowers cannot be painted in the same manner. Recognizing this fact, Van Gogh tried to paint sunflowers in a way that would be suitable. He noticed how
strong the stems were and how solidly the parts of the
flowers had grown. Therefore, using plenty of paint, he
made them with vigorous, direct strokes. He even put
them in a vase which would harmonize with their heaviness
and painted the vase with the same kind of strokes.
These are colors which "shout" and yet they do so in a
beautiful way. They are harmonious though bright, and
this picture is suitable for adding beauty to many a sunporch or breakfast room. It makes one feel happy and
ready for the day just to look at it. The colors are warm
because they are like the color we see in sunlight and fire,
both of which make us feel warm.
Nothing in the picture is definite in outline. The artist
seems more interested in the brilliant color than in anything else. The picture looks as if Van Gogh enjoyed putting the paint on in this way. He painted a whole flower
petal with a single stroke of his brush and left the surface
rough just the way nature left the sunflower.
Vincent Van Gogb.-Van Gogh was the son of a clergyman, and from earliest childhood he felt it his duty to
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reform the world. He became a missionary preacher and
tried in many other ways to relieve the sufferings of
humanity.
He finally turned to art in the hope that he might find
the work that he most loved. He became an apprentice to
an artist and eventually surpassed his master. He was
sincere in this work as he had been in everything else he
attempted. This quality helped him to succeed.
Van Gogh's work was not accepted by the people of his
time and he finally died of a broken heart.

THE VILLAGE ROAD
Cezanne

1839-1906

French

This picture shows a quiet village street. Most impressionistic pictures suggest movement but this one suggests
rest and repose. The strokes of the brush can be clearly
seen but the colors are soft enough and in large enough
areas to prevent the vibration that we often find. The absence of people or animals also adds to the quietness.
Notice how the shadows of the foliage have been put on
in large masses made up of small brush strokes. In some
spots the strokes are up and down while in others they take
an angular direction. See if you can find some of both
kinds of strokes. There are two different types of trees in
this picture. Can you find them?
The little red house at the end of the street invites us to
follow the street until we reach the turn in the road. The
small red spots on the chimneys provide a means of repeating some of the red on the right hand side of the picture
in order that the color may be balanced.
Everything in the picture becomes darker as it recedes
into the distance. This helps to give us a feeling that we
could walk into the picture. Other artists get the same
effect by allowing things to become gradually lighter as
they move away. This is one way of showing perspective.
Paul Cezanne.-This French artist lived near Paris and
spent much of his time in the Louvre studying pictures.
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Later he studied in Holland and in Belgium, finally returning to Paris for further study.
Still-life was Cezanne's chief interest. He would spend
years perfecting a single study. At one time Cezanne
wrote to a patron telling him that he would have to wait
another year for his picture because it could not be sent
out until the result was more satisfying.
THE WASHERWOMAN

Daumier

1808-1879

French

The "Washerwoman" in this picture looks strong and
able to do the hard work which is hers. There is something of the same charm about her that we always associate
with Millet's pictures of peasants, but unlike Millet's, this
is a picture of the city rather than of the country, as is
shown by the tall buildings seen across the street.
See how many curves you can find in the figures. The
child has the same sturdiness as the mother. Even the
bundle of clothes looks plump. While the picture suggests
that the woman is poor and must do hard work, we feel
that she is so capable and strong that it is not hard for her.
The child is also carrying something. The figures strain
forward to show that they are weighted down with heavy
burdens. The mother and the child are so placed that they
blend together to form one unit of the picture. At first we
do not notice that they are two separate figures.
The picture looks as if the artist started it by making
big sweeping curves. Take your pencil and sweep around
the curves the way you think the artist must have drawn
them. Perhaps you will notice that these curves have
rhythm just like music.
Daumier, Honore.-Daumier was born in Marseilles.
His father was a glazier and poet, which may account for
the son's being a poet as well as artist.
He studied lithography with Remelet in Paris. He has
been referred to as the "French Michaelangelo."
At forty-two his eyes began to fail ; about ten years later
he became totally blind. Through Corot, a great artist
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friend of his, a home was provided for him in his helplessness.

YOUNG GIRL PEELING APPLES
Maes

1632-1693

Dutch

This artist saw beauty in a quiet little home scene of a
"young girl peeling apples." There is much warmth of
color in the picture because of the rich reds and warm
yellows.
We have no trouble in finding the center of interest because the artist has kept his brightest red for a part of the
girl's costume; also the bright light reflected from another
part of the room is shining on the wall just behind her.
The only light colors in the picture are on or near the girl.
There is just a little echo of light on the corner of the
table, but all the corners and edges of the picture fade out
into indefinite dark areas.
Notice that you can see a rounder ellipse in the top of
the pail than you can at the top of the bowl that contains the
apples. That is because the pail is farther below the eye
level. Take a small bowl or cup and hold it so that the top
rim is exactly even with your eyes. Now gradually lower
it and notice how the circle or ellipse of the top gets rounder
and rounder until you find yourself looking into a complete
circle. That is what the artist has painted so accurately
here.
The jog in the wall helps to break a space that otherwise
would be too plain, and it also adds straight lines to balance
the straight lines of the table.
Nicolas Maes.-Maes was a pupil of Rembrandt. Like
his master he painted portraits but he is best known for
his genre paintings. Most of them are quite simple in
composition.
He uses rich, warm colors and always manages to have
the light falling on the center of interest while all other
parts of the picture are sunk into a dark tone.
His handling of light and shade is exceptionally good.

ARCHITECTURE AND SCULPTURE
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Saint Gaudena

1848-1907

American

This statue of Abraham Lincoln has been called the greatest of all the portrait statues in the United States. We read
that Lincoln was a man of very rugged character, that his
features were unattractive, even ugly, yet his great love
for down-trodden humanity gave his face such a kindly
expression that it became really beautiful. These were the
qualities that Saint Gaudens has tried to show in the statue.
The next time we read about Lincoln let us study carefully
in order that we may see how well the sculptor has succeeded in showing us the real Lincoln.
In the first place the physical proportions are accurate.
We read that Lincoln was a very tall man. He has been
made larger in comparison with the proportions of the chair
than a man of ordinary height would have been. Second,
the bagginess of the clothes reminds us of Lincoln's difficulty in presenting a well-groomed appearance. Third, the
strength and dignity, yet kindliness of the face assure us
that here is the ideal Lincoln. The head is inclined downward, and the shoulders slightly stooped suggesting the
man's humility. What a different idea of Lincoln we would
have had if the head had been lifted proudly!
When we look at this statue the man Lincoln seems very
much alive as if he had just risen from his chair to speak
to us. The eagle carved on the back of the chair is the
symbol of the United States.
This statue stands in Lincoln Park, Chicago. It was
unveiled there in the year 1887. How long ago was that?
Auguatua Saint Gaudena.-When he was only six
months old, Saint Gaudens' parents brought him across the
ocean from France. Because his father had been an humble
shoe-maker in France and was unprepared to earn a living
in America, this little boy Augustus from the time he was
thirteen years old, had to support himself.
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Tbe first art work Augustus did was when he was ap..
prenticed at different times to two cameo cutters. After
he had saved enough money, he returned to France and
later went to Italy to study art. At twenty-six, he received
his first important commission. After that there was always
plenty of work for him to do.
Saint Gaudens' work helped to make that of other American sculptors better because many tried to reach a standard
as high as his.
BLACKHAWK
Taft

1860-

American

This is a photograph of the collossal statue, Black Hawk,
which stands on the bank of the river at Oregon, Illinois.
Some idea of its size may be gained by comparing it with
the size of the man seated at its base. If your print does
not show the man you may have more difficulty in estimating
its size.
The statue idealizes all the dignity of the American
Indian Chief "Black Hawk." Notice how simply and yet
how effectively the lower part of the statue is treated. This
helps to lead our attention to the upper part and to the
face from which the deep-set eyes seem to be looking out
into a great distance. We do not see the arms, yet we know
that they are folded under the blanket holding it around
the body. The head does not stand out apart from the rest
of the figure, but the heavy braids are arranged in such a
way as to fall in line with the blanket, thus making all seem
like one large, interesting mass.
Since this statue must stand out of doors in all kinds of
weather, it was necessary that it should have no small parts
which could be broken off easily. Some anxiety was experienced during its construction because it was done at a
time of year when frosts might be expected. Cold sometimes ruins concrete which is a part of the material used
in its construction.
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Lorado Taft.-The father of Lor ado Taft was a professor of theology at the University of Illinois. As a child
.Lorado was trained in habits of orderly thinking. At the
age of nineteen he was graduated from the Institution in
which his father taught. He went to Europe for training
in sculpture and remained in Paris from 1880 until 1886.
Upon his return to America he established a private studio
in Chicago. Soon after this he was appointed "Head of the
Department of Sculpture" at Chicago Art Institute and
remained in this position for twenty-one years. He resigned
in order to give more time to other work, which consisted
of carving, modeling and training a group of young artists
whom he had gathered about him.
Lorado Taft has been described as a "Writer, speaker,
artist, educator. Builder of cities, and Bearer of Light in
Darkness."
His statue "Black Hawk" is erected at his summer home
in Oregon, Illinois, and is a monument to the Indians, the
rightful owners of the land.
The writer recalls an interesting incident which not only
revealed Mr. Taft's appreciation of the work of his students
but also showed the man's incomparable sense of humor.
Mr. Taft took in his arms a tiny baby's head beautifully
modeled by a student and remarked, "It is lovely! I want
to cuddle it. I cannot do work like that. Nobody ever
wanted to cuddle Black-hawk!"
When you notice the size of "Black-hawk" you will understand why nobody wants to "cuddle" him.
BRONZE DOORS

Ghiberti

1378-1465

Italian

To most of us, doors are very ordinary things. We see
them every day and scarcely notice them, but we would
be sure to notice those made hundreds of years ago by
Lorenzo Ghiberti for the Baptistery of the Cathedral of
Florence, Italy. They are so beautiful that Michaelangelo,
the great painter and sculptor, declared that they were
fit to serve as the gates to Paradise. Twenty-seven years
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of the artist's life were spent in completing the task of
making them. That is a long time to spend on one piece of
work, but the doors are as beautiful today as when they
were first completed in the year 1452. The material is
bronze.
Each door in the pair is divided into five panels, one above
the other making ten panels in all. Each panel represents
some incident from the Old Testament. Each tiny figure in
the panels is delicately worked out in bas-relief and other
figures form a border around the edge of each door. No two
figures are alike and yet they harmonize beautifully with
one another.
Between each of the figures in the border there is a
beautiful little head. This arrangement pleases us just as
does the combination of loud and soft notes in music. One
space is large and the next one is small. The figures at the
top and bottom of the doors are lying down in order that
they may fit into the design.
Tiny modelings of fruits, flowers, birds, and small animals make the border on the door frame. The little squirrel
about half way up on the right hand side is very graceful.
How should you like to make a drawing of it? See how
gracefully the tail fits over the back.
Study the borders of these doors a few moments. The
border on the frame is wider than that on the doors. This
makes it look heavier, yet it is not too wide to look well.
If both borders were the same width we should not like them.
Things are monotonous and uninteresting unless they have
variety in spacing.
Lorenzo Ghiberti.-Many artists produce beautiful
works of art, but Ghiberti did more than that. His work
made other artists want to try to make other beautiful
things. It also gave them ideas about how to make them.
The doors that we have discussed above are on the east
side of the building, but Ghiberti also made for the north
side, doors which are nearly as famous as the others.
When a contest was held in which many artists made
designs for the north doors, Ghiberti's design and that of
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another artist named Brunelleschi were chosen as the best.
As Brunelleschi knew that Ghiberti could do the work better
than he, he withdrew from the contest in order that his
friend might have the honor of giving the world another
priceless art treasure.
THE CAMPANILE AT FLORENCE
(Giotto' a Tower)
Giotto

1267-1337

Italian

"Campanile" means a bell tower, and the one designed
by Giotto for the cathedral of Florence is probably the
world's finest one. It is exceedingly graceful in proportion,
being made up of several stories which increase in size
as they extend upward. This gradation of size is always
pleasing and many artists make use of that idea in their
work but few have done it as successfully as has Giotto.
Within each large division are several small divisions of the
space, yet each one is planned as carefully as if it were the
most important of all. The Signory who commissioned
Giotto to build the tower said that "The campanile should
be built so as to exceed in magnificence, height and excellence of workmanship everything of the kind which had
been achieved of old by the Greeks and the Romans."
The tower is 276 feet high and richly adorned with
marbles of harmonious coloring and skillfully carved ornaments. Some of the carvings tell the story of Genesis; while
others suggest how mankind may rise to a better and still
better life.
The color of the stone used in the construction of the
tower is in harmony with all its rich beauty, being a soft
rose relieved by very light gray. The Cathedral which it
accompanies and the octagonal shaped building which is the
Baptistery are built of the same material. It is this Baptistery which contains Ghiberti's bronze doors.
Giotto, who made the plans for the campanile, died before
it was completed. Other artists, Pissano and Talenti, carried
out the work exactly as it had been planned except for the
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spire which has not yet been built although nearly 600 years
have elapsed since the tower as it now stands was completed.
This last work was done between the years 1334 and 1387.
Giotto di Bondone.-(For account of Giotto's life, see
"Saint Francis Preaching to the Birds." Giotto)
COLOGNE CATHEDRAL

On the banks of the Rhine river in Germany in the city
of Cologne, stands a cathedral with spires so high that they
can be seen for miles around. It is built with high pointed
arches after the manner of the Gothic churches of Italy.
This is a type of architecture which is used today for
churches. The Romans discovered how to make an arch out
of stones by making at the top a key stone which would
hold all the others in place. The Roman arches were all
rounded at the top. The Italians borrowed this idea but
tried to see high high they could make their arches. They
used the pointed arches which are now known as the chief
characteristic of the Gothic style of architecture. The
Gothic arch was so attractive that the idea spread to other
countries.
Seven hundred years were spent in the building of this
cathedral and it really is not finished yet because additions
and changes are constantly being made. See how it towers
above the smaller buildings around it. Notice also the delicate lace-like quality of its design. Find the main space
divisions from top to bottom and compare them with those
on Giotto's tower. Which are better?
JOAN OF ARC

Chapu

1833-1891

French

This attractive little statue of the "Maid of Orleans"
stands in the Louvre in Paris, France. It portrays Joan as
a young girl, kneeling in prayer as if listening to her beloved
voices. She is wearing the garb of the simple peasant girl
before she donned armor and led the French king's armies
into battle.
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This statue is very compact. That means that all parts
are grouped together. There are no flying draperies or other
small parts which stand out from the statue. Every part
fits well into the main sculptural mass. The pyramid construction also adds to the solidity of statues just as it does
to pictures.
Henri Chapu.-When only a child, Chapu took great
delight in modeling things from plastic clay. Later he
studied modeling, and finally became recognized not only
in France but in the whole world as one of the most famous
of modern sculptors.
He was fascinated by the story of Joan of Arc and
modeled her figure just as he imagined it to be. We find
that of the many figures he modeled the statue of Joan of
Arc is his best work.
He was so interested in Greek sculpture that he traveled
extensively through European art galleries and museums
where this work was to be found. He studied these figures
so thoroughly that his work became much like that of the
Greek sculpters.
LINCOLN MEMORIAL

This simple but beautifully proportioned structure is
interesting not so much for itself as it is for the remarkable
statue of Abraham Lincoln which it shelters.
This statue, representing Lincoln seated in a chair, is
thirty feet high. It was designed by Daniel Chester French,
a great American sculptor. The statue is so large that a
single block of marble of suitable size could not be obtained ;
therefore the statue was made in twenty different parts.
The first model was only three feet high. Another one
five feet high was then made. This model was used as the
basis for the final figure. Since one man alone could not
carve such an enormous statue out of marble, Mr. French
employed the six Piccinilli brothers to do the cutting. These
men required eighteen months to complete it. After the
cutters had finished their work, Mr. French cut the final
details and made the changes he wished. Those who saw
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him remarked that the statue seemed to come to life under
his hand.
The finished statue weighed two hundred tons and was
sent on freight cars to Washington where it was assembled
in its temple.
MOSES

Michaelangelo

147~1564

Italian

This statue was meant to show the character of Moses
the lawgiver but it also tells us much about the sculptor
who made it. Moses here, is a man of great strength about
to give way to his wrath over the misdeeds of the Jews.
Only an artist who himself had great strength could have
given the statue this feeling of power.
The statue was made to form part of the tomb of Pope
Julius II who is said to have been a very haughty man. There
is a quality about the statue which suggests the character
of this man, who, like Moses, "was at once lawgiver, priest
and warrior."
This very large statue is carved from pure white marble.
Upon first looking at it, we find nowhere to rest our eyes
because wherever we look the figure seems about to move.
Notice the strength of the muscles, the heavy draperies and
long curly beard. Everything about it suggests fullness and
strength. Nothing is skimped or cramped.
The design of the tomb of which this statue is a part
was "so imposing that it probably led to the rebuilding of
Saint Peters where the tomb was meant to be placed." The
original plan was changed, however, and the tomb worked
out in a simpler style.
This statue now stands in the little church of "Saint Peter
in Chains" in Rome, Italy. It is so imposing that everything
else in the church seems unimportant by comparison.
MOUNT VERNON

Did you know that George Washington was, on one occasion at least, an architect? After he inherited Mount
Vernon from his half-brother Lawrence, he enlarged the
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house twice and drew his own plans for the house and for
the arrangement of the grounds and the flower gardens.
The house is built of wood, cut in large blocks and painted
white to resemble stone. It stands on a hill whose grasscovered sides gradually slope down to the Potomac river.
Mount Vernon is a spacious mansion of Colonial style.
The broad veranda across the front must have been a
comfortable gathering place for the Washington family
and their guests. This veranda offers a beautiful view of
the river.
The kitchen, servant houses and stables are to be seen
at the rear.
Mount Vernon is kept as a memorial through the efforts
of a patriotic woman and the society which she organized.
The house is always kept open and thousands of people visit
it each year.
This is the home that George Washington loved and to
which he retired after his busy years of public life. The
original house was built in 1740.

TOWER OF PISA
Not far from the famous marble quarries of Carrara, in
the town of Pisa, Italy, stands a group of beautiful buildings
consisting of a cathedral, a baptistery, and a tower. This
tower is known all over the world as "The Leaning Tower
of Pisa." The earth under the south side of the tower has
sunk thus causing the tower to incline sixteen and a half
feet away from the perpendicular. The tower is 179 feet
high. The building was done between the years 1174 and
1350.
Compare this tower with the one designed by Giotto. This
one is much simpler in design but both towers are beautiful
in a different way. The tower of Pisa is renowned for its
grace and lightness of structure. Rising from the plain,
it glistens like a lily in the sunlight because it is built of
pure white carrara marble!
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS
Bas-relief-Low relief; that is, having objects slightly raised from
the background.
Chiaroscuro--Emphasis upon light and shade.
Complementary-Refers to colors which are opposites. Red, yellow, and blue are the three primary colors. Any two of these mixed
together produce a secondary color. The primary color omitted is
the complement of the color mixed. Example: yellow and blue, when
mixed together, make green. Red was the primary color not used in
the mixing of green, therefore red is the complement-(completement) of green because red is necessary to complete the primary
triad.
Decorative treatment-Adaptation of line, notan (dark and light),
and color to form fine relationships. Emphasis upon design quality
rather than upon realism. Flat colors are more prevalent than light
and shade in decorative work.
Foreshortening-Drawing in a way that makes the object appear
to come toward the observer. Example: an arm stretched out toward
the observer appears much shorter than the same arm in a different
position.
Frieze-A composition used as a border design to decorate a wall.
Juxtaposition-When things are next to each other they are said
to be in "juxtaposition." The term is used to describe different colors
placed next to each other so that they will blend into one color when
seen at a distance.
Miniature-A small painting whose chief characteristic is delicate
treatment of details.
Opposition-Contrast of line, dark and light or color. Vertical
and horizontal lines are said to be in "opposition" to each other.
Perspective-The effect of distance upon the appearance of an
object.
Realistic-As much like the actual appearance as possible. Photographic.
Silhouette-Pictures developed in orle color only with background
of contrasting color or tone. Usually they are black against white
or white against black. No light and shade is used. Some pictures
which are not actual silhouettes, suggest this type of treatment because of their strong two-tone contrast. Corot's trees always have a
suggestion of silhouette quality.

